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Seann Triubhas 
Question: If outward brushes in the 2017 Champion-
ship Seann Triubhas can be executed from a rear posi-
tion as well as from 3rd aerial position very low as only 
3rd aerial position very low was stated in the Champi-
onship Step observations.  
Answer: Yes – outward brushed can be danced from a 
rear position when danced in conjunction with a spring.  
 

Highland Laddie 1st step  
Question: Which aerial position is the working leg ex-
tended to in the high cut in front movement.  
Answer: As per the Highland text book, the extension 
can be towards 4th intermediate aerial position or 2nd 
aerial position.  
 

Barracks Johnnie  
Clarification Requested:  Whether the extension at 
the end of the Barracks Johnnie is “to” or “towards” 
2nd aerial position low. Minute 426 (20.09.15) states 
the extension is to 2nd aerial position low or 4th in-
termediate aerial position; minute 430 (20.03.16) 
states the extension is towards 2nd aerial position 
low or 4th intermediate aerial position.  
Answer: If the leg is extended, the extension is to-
wards 2nd aerial position low or 4th intermediate 
aerial position.  
 

Dress Code—Jig:  
Clarification requested re whether or not ruffles are allowed on Jig dresses.  
Answer: No, ruffles are not allowed. 

Dress Code—Aboyne:  
Question: Can National waistcoats have braid 
around the waist?  
Answer: No, braiding is only allowed around the 
edges.  

Highland Laddie  
Question: When dancing a Bourree (with no 
extension at the start) from a shuffle, what is 
the height of the working foot when taking 
the foot from mid 4th aerial low to step in 3rd 
rear position.  
Answer: There is no height specified. There 
is a small quick hop on the count of “a” to 
step the foot in 3rd/5th rear position.  

2017 Championship Reel 
Question: At the end if the 2017 Champion-
ship Reel, is there a definite “point” when 
stepping to close and bow.  
Answer: The dancer should step, point and 
close with no exaggeration.  
 

Flora  
Question: When dancing the break what posi-
tion is the working foot extended to prior to the 
shuffles.  
Answer: If the hop brush beat beat movement 
is finished with an extension, this should be to 
mid 4th aerial position low.  
 

Highland Laddie 
Question re the extension after the Bourree in the Highland Laddie, specifically referring to the Scottish 
National Dance Premiership information issued on 09.11.16 which states for the first step: “NOTE: the 
shuffle prior to the Bourree derriere finishes in mid 4th aerial position low, then Bourree with no exten-
sion. The Bourree derriere can commence with an extension to 2nd aerial position low prior to the 3rd 
rear position, in which case the Bourree would finish with an extension to 2nd aerial position low.”  
Answer: It was agreed that the Bourree may finish with an extension and that the wording should be 
changed from “would” to “may” and the note now read:  
“NOTE: the shuffle prior to the Bourree derriere finishes in mid 4th aerial position low, then Bourree with 
no extension. The Bourree derriere can commence with an extension to 2nd aerial position low prior to 
the 3rd rear position, in which case the Bourree may finish with an extension to 2nd aerial position low.”  
 


